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Is this the gospel?



Is this contextualization?





What 
problems 
do we 
face?

… don’t grasp the gospel’s 
 meaning or its significance



How do 
we add  
to these 
problems?

… oversimplify the gospel’s meaning  
or underestimate its significance



What is this?





a relative perspective 
on absolute truth



What is this?



all theology is contextualized





























syncretism



cultural syncretism
theological syncretism



theological syncretism





We compromise the gospel 
when we settle for truth



Why did you marry 
your wife?









True enough is  
not good enough





biblical truth

cultural 
contexttheology
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biblical truth

cultural 
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blindspotstarting 
point



What organizing principles 
shape our “implicit gospel”?
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traditional western  
gospel presentation
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96 possible 
combinations



What implicit gospel 
do we preach?
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It is the process whereby people 
interpret, communicate, and apply 

the Bible within a particular 
cultural context



What we win them with is 
what we win them to



framework, not a formula



firm and 

flexible

framework, not a formula



firm and 

flexible

framework, not a formula

culturally meaningful

biblically faithful



Sometimes, we have to make something  
more complex before we can solve a problem





God uses cultural 
concepts to frame the 
revelation of his 
character, will, & plans 

Bible
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frames 
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God uses cultural 
concepts to frame the 
revelation of his 
character, will, & plans 

Bible

culture

frames 
revelation

Contextualization is 
rooted in the process of 
biblical revelation itself



Bible

culture

frames 
revelation

God revealed Himself  
through ancient cultures 



to all nations

God revealed Himself  
through ancient cultures 

Bible
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Bible

culture

frames 
revelation

Emphasis is inspired

to all nations

God revealed Himself  
through ancient cultures 



The Bible should shape  
our message and our methods



Bible

culture

culture

frames 
revelation

forms the 
gospel

Scripture, not culture, 
forms the content of 
the gospel and its 
presentation 



culture

Bible

culture

Bible

frames 
revelation

forms the 
gospel

find 
meaning

Culture acts as 
a lens for our 
interpretation.
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culture

Bible

culture

forms the 
gospel

find 
meaning

focus 
theology

The Bible provides 
theological themes 
for the culture



BibleBible

culture

culture

Scripture and culture are interrelated



Scripture and culture are interrelated
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The Bible is  
rooted in history



BibleBible

culture

culture

Scripture and culture are interrelated

The Bible is  
rooted in history

The gospel is not abstract
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